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Timothy O’Sullivan’s photographs of the American West, taken between 1867 and 1874 under the employ of the Clarence King and George M. Wheeler surveys, are today accorded a central role in photographic history and in cultural perceptions of the frontier. Beginning in the 1970s—a century after their production—and continuing to the present, historians have sought to discern the meanings and uses O’Sullivan’s pictures had in their own day; concurrently, artists have devised projects to revisit or reinterpret the Western sites, most now altered by human incursion.¹ This essay examines an intervening historiographic and artistic moment, the 1930s—a decade marking the first “rediscovery” of O’Sullivan and his insertion into modernist photographic history. The process of co-optation forced proponents of this rediscovery to confront basic issues of meaning and form in photography and ultimately to choose certain values at the expense of others. The resulting narrative is deceptively seamless and overdetermined, recasting or erasing past pluralism while scarcely revealing the debates, often personal and impassioned, through which it was forged. A closer look at the reception of O’Sullivan in the thirties reveals the intellectual and aesthetic investments at stake.

The protagonists referred to above are as follows: Ansel Adams, San Francisco-born classical pianist turned fine-art photographer, ambitious and in thrall to the romantic, symbolist vision of Alfred Stieglitz; and Beaumont Newhall, Harvard-educated art historian who had secured the post of librarian at the Museum of Modern Art in 1935. Both men went on to achieve high visibility in the miniscule photography world before the close of the decade, and their prominence and influence would grow steadily through their long lifetimes, Adams dying in 1984.
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and Newhall in 1993. Together with Edward Weston, Adams was a founder in 1932 of the West Coast group F:64, whose members dedicated themselves to embracing and presenting what they termed “camera vision”: a “straight,” purist, machine-age aesthetic relying equally on intuition and execution.2

In New York, Stieglitz endorsed this vision when he showed a selection of Adams’ photographs at An American Place in 1936.3 Meanwhile Newhall, had just been given the monumental task of curating a centenary exhibition on the history of photography by MoMA director Alfred H. Barr, Jr.4 The show, “Photography: 1839–1937,” opened in March 1937, followed in 1949 by the publication of Newhall’s incredibly influential History of Photography, which in a revised edition remains a standard text in the field.5 In 1940, the combined efforts of Adams and Newhall led to the founding of the photography department at MoMA, a major victory in the ongoing battle for the medium’s fine-art status, installing it in the citadel that even Stieglitz, to his lasting fury, had been unable to infiltrate.

Influential though they already were, neither Adams nor Newhall had yet formulated his mature understanding of the photographic medium. The quiet,
intimate, formally reductive pictures Adams showed in 1936 (Fig. 1) stand in contrast with the sweeping, monumental landscapes he produced in the 1940s and for which he became famous (see Fig. 8). As for Newhall, his 1937 MoMA survey was decidedly pluralist, incorporating scientific and commercial examples and featuring European formal experiments alongside American straight photography. This range reveals Newhall’s significant conceptual debt, which he freely acknowledged, to the massive “Film und Foto” exhibition held in Stuttgart in 1929, organized by László Moholy-Nagy.\(^6\) (Moholy was subsequently on the advisory council for the MoMA show.) By contrast, straight photography triumphs, virtually unchallenged, in later editions of Newhall’s *History*.

In the 1930s, many competing voices spoke about the nature and potential of the photographic medium; Adams and Newhall reached the end of the decade determined to chart its course. This meant narrowing down the options for current and future practice on the one hand, and outlining a corresponding historical tradition and canon on the other. In their respective fields, both had to make decisions whether to include or exclude, emphasize or marginalize, connect or oppose, certain artists, theories, techniques, and meanings.

---

*Fig. 2. Title page, Photographs Showing Landscapes, Geological and Other Features, of Portions of the Western Territory of the United States. Obtained in Connection with Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, Seasons of 1871, 1872 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, [1875]). Center for Creative Photography, University of Arizona, Gift of Ansel and Virginia Adams*
In this evaluative (and narrative) process, which was systematic in some respects and improvised in others, both O’Sullivan and Surrealism came under consideration. Newhall was familiar with photography’s early pioneers, from inventors William Henry Fox Talbot and Jacques-Louis-Mandé Daguerre, in England and France, to Mathew Brady in the United States. Owing to his membership in the team of photographers hired by Brady to document the Civil War, O’Sullivan could be counted among these founding figures. Newhall was unaware of O’Sullivan’s subsequent Western Survey work until January 1937, when Adams brought to his attention an 1874 album he had acquired from mountain climber and Sierra Club Bulletin editor Francis Farquhar, Geographical Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th Meridian. (Fig. 2) Led by Lieutenant George M. Wheeler of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, this expedition included two photographers—O’Sullivan and William Bell—and covered large areas of present-day Nevada, California, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico. It was O’Sullivan’s second trip west: he was “on loan” to

Fig. 3. Timothy H. O’Sullivan, *Ancient Ruins in the Cañon de Chelle, New Mexico, in a Niche 50 Feet above Present Cañon Bed*, 1873, albumen silver print in *Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys…*, [1875]. Center for Creative Photography, University of Arizona, Gift of Ansel and Virginia Adams
Wheeler’s military expedition from Clarence King’s civilian-staffed Fortieth Parallel survey. The album Adams described to Newhall contains twenty-five plates, contact prints (approximately 7 x 10 3/4 in.) made by the wet collodion process on albumen paper, mounted on stiff sheets printed with descriptive legends.\(^5\)

Adams offered to lend the album for the *History of Photography* exhibition, characterizing O’Sullivan’s photographs as “extraordinary—as fine as anything I have ever seen.” Newhall—guessing correctly that this was the same O’Sullivan whom he knew as a Civil War photographer—expressed immediate interest: “I am . . . keen to see them because you consider them so fine (and) judging from your work I have faith in your taste.”\(^9\) At this point, the two men were new acquaintances, still addressing one another as “Mister,” but their mutual respect is quite evident. Newhall included the album in his exhibition, opened to O’Sullivan’s now-famous picture of the ancient ruins in New Mexico’s Canyon de Chelly, and reproduced the same image in his book (Fig. 3).

How would O’Sullivan’s pictures have been seen at this moment, 1937, by these two men, each deeply engaged with the art of photography and seeking to understand the medium’s essence? From Adams, one might expect reverence or at least respectful recognition of a forerunner in the field of Western landscape, but his recorded thoughts do not indicate such identification. Writing to Newhall, he described the photographs in the Wheeler album as “technically deficient, even by the standards of the time but nonetheless, surrealistic and disturbing.”\(^11\)

This rather curious statement requires some close analysis. First, the diagnosis of technical deficiency seems unjust, and in an earlier letter Adams did acknowledge that the results were “all the more startling when one remembers the difficulties of processing the plates.”\(^12\) O’Sullivan is today greatly admired for his mastery of the exacting and often exasperating wet collodion method, which required the operator to prepare, expose, and develop a glass plate negative in the field, using volatile chemistry in total darkness and stifling heat. Despite its demands, collodion was considered an improvement over the previous paper-negative methods because of the precise detail and tonal range carried by the grain-free glass plate.

Because the emulsion was most sensitive to the blue end of the spectrum, skies tended to be overexposed and would thus print very dark—hence the practice of virtually all landscape photographers of masking out the skies to produce an uninflected white field. O’Sullivan not only made rich negatives in the field, he got excellent prints from them upon his return to Washington.

Some fifty years later Adams used a view camera not radically different from O’Sullivan’s in structure, but had at his disposal much more sophisticated lenses and shutters, as well as variable-contrast papers and panchromatic gelatin silver film,
which is equally sensitive to all colors in the spectrum. Adams was keenly interested in technical improvements, eager to try new tools and knowledgeable about old ones. His remark about O’Sullivan refers to “standards of the time,” to which earlier photographs should be held. But he was, inevitably, applying the standards of his own time—not only, or even primarily, standards of technique but also of meaning. This leads to the second part of the sentence: “but nonetheless, surrealistic and disturbing.” Granted, at the time of Adams’ writing little or no research had been directed at recuperating the intended uses or initial reception of O’Sullivan’s photographs by their original commissioners and audiences. But the terms “surrealistic and disturbing” are clearly both anachronistic when applied to the 1870s, since their use and their linkage are rooted in the early twentieth-century modernist avant-garde.

Another letter written by Adams at around this time—in March 1937, while Newhall’s exhibition was on view at MoMA—addresses the same issues with a slightly different inflection. He addresses his idol, Stieglitz, urging him to visit the show, look at the album, and ask the staff to show him the page with the Inscription Rock image. (Fig. 4) “There is something in that print,” Adams announced, “that out-surfs the sur-realists to say nothing of its magnificent tonal scale.”

Returning to O’Sullivan’s landscape compositions, Adams went on to wonder if...
the orthochromatic emulsions of the nineteenth century didn’t have their own aesthetic advantages, particularly in the skies, which “sometimes had a grand feeling of light that we can’t seem to get today with the balanced films. Am I becoming a reactionary?” There is an internal contradiction here. Did Adams see O’Sullivan as an individual genius, Surrealist avant la lettre, or as a naïve primitive, Surrealist in spite of himself? Of course, the two models of artistic production were firmly linked in the thinking of the day. O’Sullivan was a prototype, but what sort of photography did he prefigure?

The next few years offered no precise answer, as Adams, Newhall, and Stieglitz continued to ponder O’Sullivan’s role in the story they wanted to tell about the medium. In 1941 Newhall and Adams, by now on a first-name basis, collaborated on an exhibition titled “Sixty Photographs: A Survey of Camera Esthetics” to commemorate the founding of the Department of Photography at MoMA. The O’Sullivan album, which Adams had donated to the museum in memory of his
California patron Albert Bender, again made an appearance. Newhall told Adams at some length about Stieglitz’s visit to the show—an occasion that Newhall had anticipated with some trepidation, because his relationship to the older, iconic figure was rather fragile. That the curator even had a relationship with Stieglitz, who bore MoMA a longstanding grudge, was largely due to Adams’ diplomatic efforts. Both Adams and Newhall dearly wished to earn Stieglitz’s good opinion, and they could consider their admiration of O’Sullivan validated when Stieglitz declared: “Nothing better has been done.” Adams, following up with Stieglitz about the same exhibition, ranked Inscription Rock the third best print in the show, the first and second being those of Stieglitz himself and David Octavius Hill, a Scottish calotypist active in the 1850s and much admired by Stieglitz. In fourth place, Adams nominated his own picture of a gravestone. (Fig. 5) He did not comment on the formal commonalities—physical motif, frontal presentation, shallow picture plane—between his photograph and O’Sullivan’s. But his exegesis alludes, perhaps unintentionally, to a sort of automatism, to the unconscious: “I have a queer feeling about that photograph; something outside of me; something dictated by far more than my own awareness.”

This comment reveals Adams’ personal interpretation of Stieglitz’s essentially symbolist concept of Equivalence, according to which the photographic artist could transform the objective facts of the world into subjective, expressive, and poetic forms. By the 1920s, when Adams first took up the medium, another aesthetic had evolved, one that retained a sort of mysticism but eschewed painterly effects. The primary exponent of this aesthetic was Edward Weston, whom Stieglitz, not surprisingly, criticized for his virtuosity. Much later, Adams took exception to his “voluptuous effects.” Weston must be counted as a key contributor to Adams’ conception of Surrealism. The two Californians were well acquainted, with Weston the elder and more established, and they admired each other’s work. As demonstrated by their joint participation in the short-lived but precedent-setting group f.64, they shared an urge to establish particular expressive and technical parameters for the medium of photography. But as their pictures and correspondence reveal, they did not always agree on these parameters. Surrealism was a point of contention between them in the early thirties, though often appearing only between the lines. For example, Adams challenged Weston for attempting to imbue his images with symbolic or psychological significance. Weston countered by pointing out that he made things look more like themselves, not different from themselves—in other words, he dealt in essences, not transformations or distortions. And he disliked having to explain himself. “After all, Ansel,” he wrote in January 1932, “I never try to limit myself by theories; I do not question right or wrong approaches when I am
interested or amazed—impelled to work. I do not fear logic, I dare to be irrational, or really never consider whether I am or not.  

Weston’s contact, beginning in the 1920s, with the European and Mexican avant-gardes gave him a certain authority on the subject within the otherwise rather insular West Coast community. This is not to say that Weston’s notion of Surrealism corresponded to that of Man Ray, Maurice Tabard, or Brassaï—or even to that of Moholy, who had invited him to curate the American section of the 1929 “Film und Foto” exhibition. Techniques such as multiple exposure, solarization, and collage were anathema to Weston’s doctrine of straight photography: he refused even to crop his negatives and insisted on uniformly sharp focus, hence the name of group f.64, which indicates the camera aperture for greatest depth of field. Perhaps more useful comparisons can be found in surrealist painting. Weston always claimed to have been “more deeply moved by music, literature, sculpture, painting than I have by photography.” He could have seen Dada and surrealist art at the home of patrons and friends Walter and Louise Arensberg, whom he visited for the first time in 1930; before that, he would have encountered it in various avant-garde magazines. As American interest in Surrealism grew in the thirties, the original French tenets were modified by groups such as the Los Angeles–based Post-Surrealists, who
sought to explore the unconscious without relinquishing rationality or naturalism. An underlying premise links the seemingly divergent ideas of the French Surrealists, their American counterparts, and the straight photographers of f.64: the primacy of vision, “defined as primitive or natural.” To compare key statements from the two contexts:

Aragon (1924): Objects metamorphosed before my very eyes: they did not assume an allegorical stance or the personality of symbols; they seemed less the outgrowths of an idea than the idea itself.

Weston (1931): I am . . . trying . . . to know things in their very essence, so that what I record is . . . a revelation or a piercing of the smoke-screen artificially cast over life by irrelevant, human limited exigencies, into an absolute, impersonal recognition.

Perhaps, therefore, the similarity between nude studies by Brassaï and Weston (Fig. 6) is more than superficial resemblance, although they cannot be collapsed too hastily: their practices remain divided, according to Rosalind Krauss, on the issue of the natural, a notion or ideal rejected by the Surrealists and upheld by the straight

Fig. 7. Timothy H. O’Sullivan, Bluff Opposite Big Horn Camp, Black Cañon, Colorado River, 1871, albumen silver print in Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys…, [1875]. Center for Creative Photography, University of Arizona, Gift of Ansel and Virginia Adams
photographers.  

This has taken us into Surrealism proper but some distance from O’Sullivan. To return to the central question: How did Ansel Adams transpose his idea of Surrealism—tossed out though not precisely defined in letters to Newhall, Stieglitz, and Weston—to the landscapes of the survey photographer? Certainly he would not have ascribed to O’Sullivan a deliberate intention to produce “surrealistic and disturbing” pictures. O’Sullivan was a man of a past time, about whom next to nothing was known and who worked with absolutely no artistic pretension, or so it seemed from the perspective of the early to mid-twentieth century. Herein lies a key component of O’Sullivan’s importance for Adams and for Newhall: his innocent eye. Completely unaware, they believed, of the idealizing conventions of painting, O’Sullivan used the medium of photography purely, directly, and honestly—exploiting and revealing its essential qualities without even setting out to

Fig. 8. Ansel Adams, *The Tetons and the Snake River, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming*, 1942, gelatin silver print. Ansel Adams Archive, Center for Creative Photography, University of Arizona. ©Trustees of The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust, Courtesy Center for Creative Photography, The University of Arizona
do so. Adams, and others fighting against the competing aesthetics of pictorialism and experimental formalism, pointed to models from the past such as O’Sullivan to prove that photography had always been, or was inherently, straight and realistic.

Realism itself is based on representational conventions and the camera does not always support those conventions. It can distort, flatten, and confuse. For the photographers of group f.64 to make pictures corresponding with their pre-visualized images, they had to select and manipulate their equipment and subjects very carefully, engaging in contrivance just as skillfully as the Surrealists. Critics could thus see in the f.64 pictures a “heightened sense of realism brought about by the sharpness, the sense of hardness, the clarity of detail and texture.” This heightened realism recalls the visual faculty described by Breton in “Surrealism and Painting” (1925) as “an advantage over the real, over what is vulgarly known as the real.”

O’Sullivan was concerned with realism in the sense of legibility, we may assume, but not with an idea of the “primitive eye” or “natural vision” as pictorial models. Yet beginning with Adams and Newhall, he has been associated with the achievement of something beyond vulgar realism, that is, mere recording or description. Is this claim supported by the photographs? Certainly some of O’Sullivan’s pictures present us with disjointed spaces, illogical proportions, bizarre juxtapositions, and other compositional peculiarities that confounded even Adams, who was familiar with the actual places depicted. Joel Snyder, who has written perceptively about O’Sullivan for the past twenty-five years, offers several examples. In *Hot Springs Cone, Provo Valley, Utah*, a disembodied head sits atop a forbiddingly abrasive lump of tufa, the figure’s position demonstrating the cone’s hollowness, but at the same time creating a strange silhouette against the featureless sky. In *Ogden, Utah*, the viewer’s location is unclear, our view encompassing the spreading plain perhaps from a rise or ridge. The tiny figure does not function as a point of entry into the space, for the likelihood of the man’s reaching the distant town on foot and under a threatening sky seems slim. Nor does he necessarily function as a measurement of scale, considering the clarity with which sagebrush, rooftops, and distant snow-capped mountain tops are rendered.

Reversals of situation and scale occur in *Bluff Opposite Big Horn Camp*, in which the camera is evidently on the ground and mountains loom overhead, their scale indeterminate and their three-dimensionality contradicted by the sky’s flatness. (Fig. 7) Yet another type of disorientation is created in *Shoshone Falls, Snake River, Idaho, View across Top of the Falls*. The long lens eliminates the ground, suspending the viewer much as the long exposure time suspends the water in blurred, snowy swaths. Above, the horizon line, as in *Bluff*, forms a stark graphic line, forcing us to read the picture in separate parts rather than as a harmonious whole.
This type of discontinuous reading would have gone against Adams’ ideas about photographic art. As John Szarkowski has proposed, Adams’ true subject—the motivation for all his intrepid mountaineering and darkroom wizardry—was atmosphere, “the way that light dissolves weight.”33 If this is true, it helps account for Adams’ equivocal response to O’Sullivan’s typically airless pictures: he admired the “grand feeling of light” of the masked, white skies, but himself became famous for his tonal range, codified in the so-called Zone system.34 He admired O’Sullivan’s Cañon de Chelle sincerely enough to undertake a modern version of the same motif in 1942, but he did not pursue this compositional precedent in his subsequent work.35 Instead, in his best-known images of the west’s expansive spaces, Adams achieved the breadth and depth of conventional landscape painting, an overall effect dependent on variations in sky as well as terrain. (Fig. 8)

As Adams’ and Newhall’s ideas about photography solidified in the 1940s and beyond, so did the role of O’Sullivan. Research revealed additional anecdotal detail about the survey expeditions, fleshing out the image of O’Sullivan as a heroic explorer contending with a harsh environment. At the same time, perhaps paradoxically, he came to be seen as an artist. Adams was quite clear about this in an interview of 1972: “O’Sullivan had another level of vision . . . that extra dimension of feeling. You sense it, you see it.”36 The curators of the 1975 exhibition “The Era of Exploration” likewise singled out O’Sullivan for “the intense esthetic consciousness of his vision” and went so far as to draw a parallel between his landscapes and those of Paul Cézanne.37

Surrealism had apparently ceased to function as an interpretive gloss on O’Sullivan’s work. Newhall and Adams, in order to establish O’Sullivan as a founding father of American photography, could not dwell on the “disturbing” aspects of his pictures. Instead, they looked for other kinds of evidence or affinity to support the contradictory assertion that he was both an innocent eye and a consummate artist, because this in turn supported their ideas about photography’s essence: its independence from painting, its truthfulness, its capacity to depart from ordinary perception and stimulate insight, and its Americanness.

In making a nationalistic claim for straight photography at this time, Newhall and Adams drew strength and inspiration from Stieglitz, who frequently characterized his own work as American, named his gallery An American Place, and in 1934 became the subject of a collection of adulatory essays entitled America and Alfred Stieglitz. Remember also that Walker Evans’s American Photographs appeared in 1938, the same year Robert Taft published Photography and the American Scene: A Social History 1839–1889.38 A telling passage in Newhall’s 1937 exhibition catalogue downplays the competing aesthetic of European formalism by dismissing Moholy’s
influential published texts as “somewhat abstruse.” For straight photography to triumph, it had to have straight antecedents. With this lineage running through the center of photography’s history, pictorialist and surrealist practices could be marginalized as dead ends or aberrations.

The resulting history of photography fails to account for the “surrealistic and disturbing” qualities in O’Sullivan’s pictures, but that is an interpretive lapse, not a structural lacuna. The real omission is of Surrealism itself, presumably on the basis of its foreignness and aesthetic/technical impurity. To call O’Sullivan a Surrealist would, of course, be anachronistic. But to acknowledge that his pictures capture the inhospitable, frightening, and puzzling aspects of the Western landscape would set the stage for a richer, more inclusive photohistory, in which the medium’s early practitioners could be seen in relation to diverse followers. Surrealism can help us understand photographic realism in new and productive ways.
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